
 

 

 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 email NEW inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL # 305 

340 8082 I have two cell phones 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE 

VS810PP Android.  

 

 

10-22-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: Milky Way Galaxy Glitters in 

Most Enormous Image Ever on 100" LG monitors at your 

Apple-Starbucks Store School University, grin! Shock + Awe of 

1984 II Dictators finally up for "Star Wars"!  
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MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: Western Digital to Buy Memory 

Chip Maker SanDisk for $19 Billion...  

 

10-22-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: Western Digital to Buy Memory 

Chip Maker SanDisk for $19 Billion... Memory Maker 

Anatomy + Physiology - Mission Impossible IP invention 

projects needs to buy this for Yale + Berkeley Labs!  

 

 

 



 

$8K MacBook Pro's with her Starbucks Coffee, Ya! 100" Ultra 

LG with picture in picture! Video's from "YouTube Red" from 

Los Alamos + Berkeley Labs will be played between Madonna 

and Rebel Heart.  

 

 

 

 

Hillary will have to testify over and over that Today's "Slave" 

owners are King Salman + Emirates top brass, ha! SWF Sex 

Slaves! Hillary; how many fiery wrecks have you driven by 

without stopping to help... trillions she said!!  

 

10-22-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: Milky Way Galaxy Glitters in 

Most Enormous Image Ever on 100" LG monitors at your 

Apple-Starbucks Store School University, grin! Shock + Awe of 

1984 II Dictators finally up for "Star Wars"!  

 

 

US to pay all cost of terrible diseases men give women $$$.  

 



 

10-22-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: Apple tells US judge iPhones are 

'impossible' to unlock; Biden said the cure for brain cancer is 

not "impossible" yesterday. Apple tells the US Judge the one 

that Robert Kennedy Jr. bought so he could murder his wife 

Mary iPhones are impossible to unlock even to save the life of 

trillions of Mary Kennedy's! Mission Impossible Steve Jobs II + 

III movies will get Biden's Brain Cancer Cure as they will be 

the 1st Sony Movies not made for the Pentagon but for 

brainstorming the Rx Overnight Miracle Godsend Cure for 

Brain + Breast Cancers! First Movies made mandatory 

viewing for all US Medical School... Shock + Awe Bush never 

though of in the din of his frontal lobes. No Tom Cruise will 

not play Steve Jobs in Jobs II + III movies. Kidman will play 

Jobs Widow... as she loves Shock + Awe!  

 

 

10-22-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: Western Digital to Buy Memory 

Chip Maker SanDisk for $19 Billion...  

 

10-22-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: By STEVEN LEE MYERS and ANNE 

BARNARD New York Times. The alliance between Vladimir V. 

Putin of Russia and Bashar al-Assad of Syria reflects the 

urgent need to salvage the crumbling government in Syria, 

but also each man’s eroded international standing... 

Biden's quote this is a cure for Cancer - didn't mention the 

cure for war! Eroded standing in Biden's mind for Walter 

Reed Military and VA MD's is misdiagnosis issue but really is 

"Wars Syphilis in the MD's" frontal lobes. Eroded standing of 



the Pentagon Generals after NY Times news of Pakistan 

building more H-Bombs in 2015 than the USA, and everyone 

else who is building H-Bombs in 2015. Hitler's Paris will 

"Burn" over cartoons of Allah getting married at a gay 

wedding at the Hemingway House in Key West and Hillary 

will have to testify... ha! 9/11 terrorists in Boston got all 

there money from BP Oil. Urgent Rx Cure for Brain + Breast 

Cancer headlines in the New York Times Today, Hell No we 

Won't Go... the NY Times didn't even mention Biden's remark 

that a cure for cancer is possible let alone write this up as 

Headlines with 1 click links on their web to get you starting 

on this IP invention project! One comment from Obama at 

Biden's news conference was on the fatal car wrecks, no fiery 

car wrecks... as their is a Cure for Fatal Car Wrecks 

suppressed by Obama + Biden; it's the laser guided 2015 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort! Shock + Awe of this Ford would 

have prevented 9/11. Eroded standing of Texas Oil Men... 

poison gas exhaust guys!  
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10-22-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: Donald Trump Says He Would 

Close Mosques to Fight ISIS... Donald Trump more than the 

rest of us 1984 Society people knows the richest 100 Moslems 

by name and exactly how many $$$ Trillions and $$$ 

Hundreds of Billions of dollars they have for 9/11 II + III 

and ISIS. NY Times has this insider information too $$$.  

 

10-22-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 4 



MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: Observers; 1984 II look like 

Birds of Prey. Preying on their own young + old. These 

hunting birds — like eagles, hawks, falcons, and owls — with 

hooked beaks and powerful grabbing feet armed with sharp 

talons, also boast the best eyesight and the sharpest hearing 

in the animal kingdom... King's like Henry the V and now 

King Salman in Saudi Arabia cutting off the Maid from 

India's hand and whipping women who drive a car on 

orders of Hillary. Oppenheimer's LG-Bombs are out of time as 

Biden said he ran out of time making a Orwellian comment 

about how Time + Gravity are generated. Bill + Melinda 

Gates wrote code for Slave Owners in UAE's, sex slave owners. 

Instead of code for how time + gravity are generated. Biden 

ran out of time... IP eyesight of birds of prey on a Los Alamos 

super computer or even a paper from Berkeley Labs never was 

generated. French King Louis didn't have trillions and $ 

Hundred Billion dollar Palace - but somehow got on the 

front page of the Paris Times way back then and lost his 

head... grin! King Salman is a protected bird of prey.  
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10-21-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: "Hospital Prison's" for terrible 

diseases men give women. Japan to Pay Cancer Bills for 

Fukushima Worker; US to Pay Cancer Bills for Stage 4 + all 

Breast Cancer Cost. Same day surgery policy if the 

Mammogram is positive!  

 

10-21-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

US to pay all cost of terrible diseases men give women $$$.  

 

10-21-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

US to Pay all cost for Stage 4 + all Breast Cancer Cost. Same 

day surgery policy if the Mammogram is positive!  

 

 

$8K MacBook Pro's with her Starbucks Coffee, Ya! 100" Ultra 

LG with picture in picture!  

 

 

 

 

$8K MacBook Pro's with her Starbucks Coffee, Ya! 100" Ultra 



LG with picture in picture!  

 

10-21-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

US to pay all cost of terrible diseases men give women $$$.  

 

 

10-21-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: http://www.yale.edu/ Yale 

analysis of genomic of "Total Recall" would save humans 

from extinction as this one invention for "Total Recall 

Memory" for all 5 Billion of us put in the H2O would be the 

Mother of "All" inventions from Yale Genomic's!  

 

10-21-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: A Yale-led genomic analysis of 

198 species of birds is shedding new light on how all modern 

birds evolved from the only three dinosaur lineages to 

survive the great extinction event 68 million years ago. 

http://www.yale.edu/  
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MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: http://www.yale.edu/ Yale 

analysis of genomic of "Total Recall" would save humans 

from extinction as this one invention for "Total Recall 

Memory" for all 5 Billion of us put in the H2O would be the 

Mother of "All" inventions from Yale Genomic's!  

 

 

10-21-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Yale Daily Student News put a link to the University Web 



Page and found Yale Professor Jan and a new iPhone case... 

well Professor Jan never came to Key West, otherwise Yale lab 

would have invented a glass beer bottle 50 times stronger 

than steel; 1 trillion times stronger than the concrete bike 

paths in Key West... a "Real World" invention as the Student 

News would write up... Out in the Real World those calling 

the Shots in Key West have been breaking glass beer bottles 

on the Key West bike path since I got here on March, 4 2011 

and of course they all had on Coors T shirts to make sure 

they got credit. 100's last week were broken on the Navy Dock. 

Every square inch for 100 yards by 50 yards had broken glass 

and yes I got 2 flats. 100's of tourists with dogs + kids walked 

this dock every night for the sunset too. Yes I saw one road 

bike get a flat just biking half way down the dock. No, the 

little kids in bare feet didn't leave a trail of blood...  

 

 

10-21-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Glass Beer Bottles - Harder than Steel - Yale Professor Jan 

Schroers, who teaches mechanical engineering and 

materials science, has created a thin, lightweight 

Smartphones case that is harder than steel and as easy to 

shape as plastic. Schroers developed the technology for the 

cases in his Yale lab; now he’s ready for a partner to bring 

the product into mass production. “This material is 50 times 

harder than plastic, nearly 10 times harder than aluminum 

and almost three times the hardness of steel,” Schroers said. 

“It’s awesome.” or - Trike Tires stronger than steel - back to 

the Yale lab... rework as they say in the real world!  

 

10-21-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Assad Travels to Moscow to Discuss Syrian War With Putin on 



the front page of the New York Times. "Star Travel Times" 

Putin travels to NASA... $100's of Trillions for NASA Star 

Travel Train Treaty. Not one Kerry will get, grin!  

 

 

10-21-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: Taliban Kill at Least 22 

Afghan Police Officers; Paris, Rome, Moscow, LA, London fiery 

wrecks killed 222 Police Officers... New York Times does not 

write stories about 222 Police Officers killed in fiery wrecks 

because Bush + other Top Quarks ordered them not to in our 

1984 II Society. Same as the Wine O's telling the New York 

Times to write stories for 1 glass a day of wine when no 

alcohol is the policy of the Medical Journals. War Crimes by 

the New York times will make the Front Page, grin! US forces 

bombed a hospital in Geneva and today the Time write it 

was caused by a new General who never worked there before. 

Nothing about the 155 Story Yale Paris Medical School built 

on a Eiffel Tower Titanium Structure with state of the arts 

Laser Surgery and NASA designer space suits for MD's + 

Patients; med students get paid more than West Point cadets 

$$$. All cost of Breast Cancer paid for by the US is not 

Headlines in the Times Today but will be after the coup!  

 

 

10-21-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: With relatively minimal effort, 

the Russians had managed to “boost regime and army 

morale,” and send a message to countries allied with the 

rebels, like the United States, Saudi Arabia and Turkey, that 



they will not be able to intervene militarily in the conflict, 

as the Turks had hinted they might earlier this summer.  

 

 

“Putin doesn’t need to do more,” Dr. Putin MD “boost regime 

and army morale,” Send a message to Saudi Arabia, women 

will be driving a 2015 ElectricWindmillFord Escort to visit 

Mrs. Pope Mary MD at the Vatican. How can this be done with 

minimal effort... New York Times headlines written by MD 

Wives Coup D'Etat!! F by Kerry; failures of various diplomatic 

efforts to end the war in Syria, which has killed more than 

250,000 people... 250K fiery car wrecks world wide since 

1980's Jimmy Carter is also a war crime! 250 kids died in hot 

cars, left there by Jimmy Carter + his wife. “The game is over.” 

Brain Cancer + Hell for trillions of years for Jimmy Carters 

1980 crash + burn of the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort! 

God; “boost regime and army morale,” as trillions of years 

existed before the "Big Bang" and there will be another "Big 

Bang" with the Gravity Engine + 10 cent a gallon gasoline 

before Christmas 2015. Oh Yes, Dr. Nancy as Oppenheimer II 

+ III at Los Alamos can get the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure 

for Stage 4 by XMass too!  

 

 

10-21-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: This weekend's Steve Jobs movie 

could be a massive hit... The newest attempt to get the public 

at large to reckon with the legacy of the Mac visionary, a 

eponymous movie about Steve Jobs - Steve Jobs II Movie rated 

MD all about Job's waging war against his cancer and 



losing. Along with how did he get cancer, will be produced 

and directed by the Mission Impossible X people!! No Tom 

Cruise will not play Steve Jobs, Kidman might play Steve Jobs 

widow as she loves to do a one up man ship on her ex!  

 

10-21-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

"Bronx Caps Off Drive to 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a Year via 

Steve Jobs II Movie mandatory! "Bronx Planting Caps Off a 

Drive to Add a Million Trees" The final planting in the 

Million Trees NYC campaign, begun by Mayor Michael R. 

Bloomberg in 2007, comes on Wednesday, two years ahead of 

schedule.  

 

 

10-21-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: About 90% of the time sciatica 

is due to a spinal disc herniation pressing on one of the 

lumbar or sacral nerve roots. Other problems that may result 

in sciatica include spondylolisthesis, spinal stenosis, 

piriformis syndrome, pelvic tumors, and compression by a 

baby's head during pregnancy. The straight-leg-raising test 

is often helpful in diagnosis. The test is positive if, when the 

leg is raised while a person is lying on their back, pain 

shoots below the knee.[2] In most cases medical imaging is 

not needed. Exceptions to this are when bowel or bladder 

function is affected, there is significant loss of feeling or 

weakness, symptoms are long standing, or there is a concern 

of a tumor or infection. Conditions that may present 

similarly are diseases of the hip and early herpes zoster 

before the rash appears  

 

10-21-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 4 



MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review:  

 

10-21-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: Cosby hired the law firm Quinn 

Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan, according to a court filing 

and Monique Pressley, another of Mr. Cosby’s lawyers. The 

firm specializes in business litigation and arbitration. 

Related Cover Janice Dickinson, a former model who has 

accused Mr. Cosby of drugging and raping her in 1982. “Mr. 

Cosby has decided to hire 700 lawyers to fight one woman,” 

Ms. Allred said - Yale Law will be closed and the buildings 

given to Yale Medical School then 700 lawyers to fight one 

women will all be MD's and will fight to end all diseases! 

Gloria Allred must have syphilis in her brain too because she 

has never mentioned the terrible diseases Cosby has given 

women!  

 

10-21-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: Woman shoots 3 men over 

STD's... SEX... ...could me was "Personal" something Hillary 

would say... The two diplomats who were killed were aides to 

Song Rogue, the Chinese consul general in Cebu, who was 

seriously wounded in the attack. Mr. Song was taken to a 

nearby hospital, where he remained on Wednesday evening. 

The two diplomats who were killed were the deputy consul 

general and a finance officer for the consulate, said a 

Philippine police official, Prudencio Bañas. The attacker, 

who was arrested, is married to a consular official, Mr. 

Bañas said. The motive for the incident was “most probably 

personal,” he added. Calls to the office of the Chinese 

Consulate General in Cebu and the Chinese Embassy in 

Manila were not returned, and officials in Beijing did not 

immediately respond to a request for comment.  



 

 

 

 

New Jersey schools open 24/7... $8K MacBook Pro's with her 

Starbucks Coffee, Ya! 100" Ultra LG with picture in picture! 

24/7.  
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10-21-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: New Jersey schools gave a new 

set of harder tests aligned to the Common Core standards 

last school year and, when the state released the results on 

Tuesday, they were unsurprising: Fewer students passed. The 

tests were given to students statewide in third through 11th 

grades in English, and to roughly the same group in math, 

with math exams after eighth grade given by subject, like 



Algebra I and Geometry. Less than half of the students scored 

as proficient at every level on the math tests; in English, the 

highest passing rate was 52 percent, in seventh and eighth 

grades. In most other grades, less than half of the students 

scored as proficient. “This first year’s results show there is still 

much work to be done in ensuring all of our students are 

fully prepared for the 21st-century demands of college and 

career,”  

 

 

 

New Jersey schools open 24/7... $8K MacBook Pro's with her 

Starbucks Coffee, Ya! 100" Ultra LG with picture in picture! 

24/7.  
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10-21-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: A Yale-led genomic analysis of 



198 species of birds is shedding new light on how all modern 

birds evolved from the only three dinosaur lineages to 

survive the great extinction event 68 million years ago. 

http://www.yale.edu/  

 

10-21-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: http://www.yale.edu/ Yale 

analysis of genomic of "Total Recall" would save humans 

from extinction as this one invention for "Total Recall 

Memory" for all 5 Billion of us put in the H2O would be the 

Mother of "All" inventions from Yale Genomic's!  

 

10-21-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: Just for fun read this....  

 

 

Exciting Breakthrough in 2D Lasers: Berkeley Lab 

Researchers Demonstrate Atomically Thin Tectonic Laser.  

 

 

An important step towards next-generation ultra-compact 

photonic and optoelectronic devices has been taken with the 

realization of a two-dimensional excitonic laser. Scientists 

with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)'s Lawrence 

Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) embedded a 

monolayer of tungsten disulfide into a special microdisk 

resonator to achieve bright excitonic lasing at visible light 

wavelengths.  

 

 

"Our observation of high-quality excitonic lasing from a 

single molecular layer of tungsten disulfide marks a major 

step towards two-dimensional on-chip optoelectronics for 

high-performance optical communication and computing 



applications," says Xiang Zhang, director of Berkeley Lab's 

Materials Sciences Division and the leader of this study.  

 

 

Zhang, who also holds the Ernest S. Kuh Endowed Chair at 

the University of California (UC) Berkeley and is a member 

of the Kavli Energy NanoSciences Institute at Berkeley (Kavli 

ENSI), is the corresponding author of a paper describing this 

research in the journal Nature Photonics. The paper is titled 

"Monolayer excitonic laser." The lead authors are Yu Ye and 

Zi Jing Wong, members of Zhang's research group, plus 

Xiufang Lu, Xingjie Ni, Hanyu Zhu, Xianhui Chen and Yuan 

Wang 

 

 

Among the most talked about class of materials in the world 

of nanotechnology today are two-dimensional (2D) 

transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs). These 2D 

semiconductors offer superior energy efficiency and conduct 

electrons much faster than silicon. Furthermore, unlike 

graphene, the other highly touted 2D semiconductor, TMDCs 

have natural bandgaps that allow their electrical 

conductance to be switched "on and off," making them more 

device-ready than graphene. Tungsten disulfide in a single 

molecular layer is widely regarded as one of the most 

promising TMDCs for photonic and optoelectronic 

applications. However, until now, coherent light emission, or 

lasing, considered essential for "on-chip" applications, had 

not been realized in this material.  

 

 

"TMDCs have shown exceptionally strong light-matter 

interactions that result in extraordinary excitonic 

properties," Zhang says. "These properties arise from the 



quantum confinement and crystal symmetry effect on the 

electronic band structure as the material is thinned down to 

a monolayer. However, for 2D lasing, the design and 

fabrication of microcavities that provide a high optical 

mode confinement factor and high quality, or Q, factor is 

required."  

 

 

In a previous study, Zhang and his research group had 

developed a "whispering gallery microcavity" for plasmons, 

electromagnetic waves that roll across the surfaces of metals. 

Based on the principle behind whispering galleries - where 

words spoken softly beneath a domed ceiling can be clearly 

heard on the opposite side of the chamber - this micro-sized 

metallic cavity for plasmons strengthened and greatly 

enhanced the Q factor of light emissions. In this new study, 

Zhang and his group were able to adapt this microcavity 

technology from plasmons to excitons - photoexcited 

electrons/hole pairs within a single layer of molecules.  

 

 

"For our excitonic laser, we dropped the metal coating and 

designed a microdisk resonator that supports a dielectric 

whispering gallery mode rather than a plasmonic mode, 

and gives us a high Q factor with low power consumption," 

says co-lead author Ye. "When a monolayer of tungsten 

disulfide - serving as the gain medium - is sandwiched 

between the two dielectric layers of the resonator, we create 

the potential for ultralow-threshold lasing."  

 

 

In addition to its photonic and optoelectronic applications, 

this 2D excitonic laser technology also has potential for 

valleytronic applications, in which digital information is 



encoded in the spin and momentum of an electron moving 

through a crystal lattice as a wave with energy peaks and 

valleys. Valleytronics is seen as an alternative to spintronics 

for quantum computing.  

 

 

"TMDCs such as tungsten disulfide provide unique access to 

spin and valley degrees of freedom," says co-lead author 

Wong. "Selective excitation of the carrier population in one 

set of two distinct valleys can further lead to lasing in the 

confined valley, paving the way for easily-tunable circularly 

polarized lasers. The demand for circularly polarized 

coherent light sources is high, ranging from three-

dimensional displays to effective spin sources in spintronics, 

and information carriers in quantum computation."  
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Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current 

index a smaller file.  

 

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a 

shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and 

then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima 

Centauri... Click HERE!  

 

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/


 

 

 

Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control 

Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying 

cars.  

 

 

 

 

 

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar 

Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...  

 

 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html


index a smaller file.  

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.

html  

 

 

 

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html  

 

Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014  

 

Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC  

 

Greg's YouTube Video reposted  

inventsomething@live.com  

 

 

 

 

 

2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept 

27,  

 

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/007Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5y4xxTOPvpY
mailto:inventsomething@live.com
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10-20-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat Review: "Hospital Utopia" for "Breast 

Cancer Memorials" in Key West another Vietnam Memorial 

from "Baby Killers" who can't stop killing. Now the Key West 

Vietnam Vets kill kids on Duval with spray painted clouds of 

poison gasoline exhaust... and take kickbacks from BP Oil. 

Worst than the New York Times taking kickbacks from Wine 

O's to sell pregnant women a glass of wine a day! “After they 

found Carrie’s body, he told me she was haunting him,” she 

said. The fate of Carrie Ann Jopek, 13, gripped the city when 

she vanished in 1982, and again when her body was found, 

but then faded into a cold case. 19K women have been 

murdered every year from 1982 to 2015 under the watch of 

our Top Brass Generals + Top Quarks at Yale, Harvard, MIT, 

Berkeley Labs...  

 


